Too much emphasis has been placed on representation. While it is not incorrect per se to say that ersatz individuals represent possible individuals, it is more fruitful to focus directly on how qualitative ways for individuals to be help explain de re possibilities. In assuming that ersatz individuals must play the same theoretical role as Lewisian individuals, actualists commit the particularist fallacy: the inference from the actualist's requirement that the possible is explained by the actual to the stronger requirement that there is a unique actual 'stand-in' for every possible individual. This stronger requirement is tacitly assumed in non-instrumental uses of both Kripke semantics and standard counterpart semantics. I will argue that actualists should instead adopt a non-standard counterpart semantics that makes explicit the role that qualitative ways play in explaining modal truths. The end result is a forceful and intuitive reply to both the problem of indiscernibles and the Humphrey objection. But first, let me provide more details of ACT.
I. ACT: Ersatz Worlds and Individuals
Actualists have defined ersatz worlds and individuals as states of affairs, fictions, sets of sentences or propositions. The differences between these views are not so important here. What matters is that these entities represent qualitative ways for worlds and individuals to be. A recurring theme of this paper is that we must be careful in distinguishing ersatz worlds and individuals qua representations from what they represent (qualitative ways). This distinction is significant because part of the work such entities are meant to do is explanatory. What matters to the explanation of modal truths is not the representation, but what is represented. For instance, 'Possibly, there is a flying hedgehog' is true not because of the existence of (e.g.) a fiction according to which a hedgehog flies, but because being a flying hedgehog is a way for an individual to be. Notice that this distinction matters to MRCT as well when it comes to de re possibilities. What explains the possibility that Karen has a brother is not Karen's counterpart qua representation, but the fact that she is relevantly similar to Karen and has a brother.
Nonetheless, representations are useful for characterizing how the qualitative ways explain possibilities. In proceeding I will define ersatz worlds and individuals linguistically, even though I am happy to be a realist about properties and will help myself to talk of properties when convenient. The linguistic characterization should in no way be understood to imply that possibilities may be reduced to linguistic entities on ACT. 9 Ersatz worlds are sentences of some interpreted non-modal language-that is, a nonmodal language with truth conditions. In broad strokes, the idea is that this language is used to describe each of the ways that a world could be with respect to qualitative properties. We then use these descriptions to provide truth conditions for sentences of a modal language. Since the non-modal language is interpreted and contains no modal vocabulary, we thereby show how to generate truth conditions for the modal portion of a modal language given the truth conditions for the non-modal portion. Providing such truth conditions qualifies as giving an explanation of other possibilities so long as we stick to non-instrumental uses of the relevant semantics.
The worldmaking language in question cannot be a natural language, on pain of descriptive impoverishment. It must at least be rich enough to describe all the non-modal 9 The view that ersatz worlds are linguistic entities is called linguistic ersatzism. features of this world. Thus, let the worldmaking language L be infinitary and Lagadonian, where a Lagadonian language is one in which each property or relation serves as its own predicate. 10 Let's also stipulate that we have the usual Boolean connectives and quantifiers, and that we have an abundant property ontology. The target language is a modal language, one with the resources to express claims like 'Possibly, there is a flying hedgehog.' We may take this modal language to be L¯, the language that is just like L but is finitary 11 and includes the modal operators  ('possibly') and £ ('necessarily'). In the rest of this paper, I will focus on  alone, since  and £ are interdefinable.
Thus equipped, the actualist may say that ersatz worlds are maximal consistent sentences of L in canonical form, where a sentence S is (i) maximal just in case for each sentence of L, either it or its negation is entailed by S, (ii) consistent just in case S could be true, and (iii) in canonical form only if it is the existential closure of a series of conjunctions of literals and a 'that's all there is in the world' clause. Ersatz worlds are stipulated to be in canonical form for presentational convenience. Maximality is required so that each ersatz world 'decides' the truth or falsity of every non-modal sentence.
12 Consistency is required so that no ersatz world allows contradictions. One ersatz world might look like this:
This may be read: 'There exists some x, some y…such that x is not F, y is F, x Rs y … and x is not y …' One ersatz world corresponds to the actual world.
We may also define ersatz individuals, each of which is a complete description of the features of some possible individual with respect to qualitative properties. Ersatz individuals are open formulas that are free with respect to one variable-they are the result of removing one existential quantifier from an ersatz world. Each ersatz individual exists according to the ersatz world that it 'mirrors'. One ersatz individual might look like this:
This open formula is just like the sentence above but with '∃x' removed. It may be read: 'x is such that there exists some y…such that x is not F, y is F, x Rs y … and x is not y …' Just as there is an ersatz world for the actual world, there is an ersatz individual for each actual individual.
Note that consistency, left unreduced, is a primitive modal notion. However, many actualists aren't after a reduction of modality. The restriction to a finitary language allows us to ignore the complications of giving an infinitary semantics, which, while interesting, is not needed for the project at hand. 12 If maximality fails, we may still hope to do the same work with sets of partial descriptions; since the sentences to be evaluated are finite, we don't need infinitely long sentences. 13 The reader should mentally insert a 'that's all there is in the world' clause into each ersatz world or individual discussed in this paper, which might look like this: '∀t(t=x ∨ t=y ∨ …)'. 14 "Actualism and Thisness," Synthese XLIX ( 17 Any of these may form the basis of an account of consistency. Of course, some actualists do want a reductive theory of modality; for instance, David Armstrong 18 proposes a combinatorialist theory. ACT as formulated is thus neutral on the question of primitivism versus reductionism about modality. In fact, a benefit of ACT is precisely the separation of de dicto from de re modality. Since the worldmaking language only has access to qualitative properties, what the actualist effectively does when she helps herself to consistency is presuppose an account of de dicto modality-that is, of the purely qualitative modal truths.
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II. ACT: Counterpart Theory
On MRCT, Karen possibly has a brother in this world just in case she has a Lewisian counterpart who has a brother in some other world. What makes another individual Karen's counterpart is tied to similarity on Lewis's view: Karen's counterpart in a world is the individual most similar to her in the relevant respects in that world. In general, similarity is a contextsensitive matter, since we care about different respects of similarity in different contexts. Palthe portrayer of Lassie-and Rin Tin Tin are more similar to each other than Lyndon Johnson's dog Blanco in respect of being actors, but Pal is more similar to Blanco than Rin Tin Tin in respect of being a collie. With little adjustment, the actualist may borrow counterpart theory. On ACT, the relevant counterparts are ersatz counterparts rather than Lewisian counterparts. Karen possibly has a brother iff ersatz Karen has an ersatz counterpart that represents a Karen-like individual as having a brother. What matters to ersatz counterparthood is not the similarity of ersatz individuals, since these are linguistic entities. Rather, two ersatz individuals are relevantly similar* just in case they represent relevantly similar ways for individuals to be.
To explain what makes two ersatz individuals similar*, the actualist may defer to Lewis. The ordinary notion of similarity that Lewis appeals to is not a primitive notionthe similarity of two individuals may be explained further by the properties that the individuals respectively instantiate. For instance, Lewis thinks that there are more or less natural properties and that the sharing of the natural properties makes for objective similarity. Thus, in a context where naturalness is relevant-e.g. the metaphysics seminar room-what determines counterparthood is the sharing of natural properties. Or suppose that we're concerned with whether or not two individuals are psychologically similar. In this context, what determines counterparthood is the sharing of mental properties. We may impose more general restrictions on what counts for similarity as well, depending on our metaphysical scruples. For instance, suppose some principle of essentiality of species is true: 'If some individual is of species x, then necessarily, if that individual exists, it's of species x.' In this case, even if Karen is more similar to a statue in a human-less world than anything else in that world, she does not exist according to that world.
The actualist may evaluate the similarity* of ersatz individuals using these same observations, since ersatz individuals just are representations of the properties and relations that an individual would instantiate if actualized. The properties and relations shared by the individuals represented may be assessed by comparing the conjuncts in their ersatz representatives. 20 While some may be disappointed by the lack of analysis of the ersatz counterpart relation, not every non-primitive notion requires necessary and sufficient conditions.
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In adopting counterpart theory, ACT enjoys its benefits. According to those who accept inconstancy, what modal properties should be attributed to an individual depends on context. The question of whether Karen could be taller, or an angel, or born to different parents, has different answers depending on which features of Karen are salient given what we care about. This seems to be the case even if we focus on metaphysical modality and not other strengths of modality. The context-sensitivity of the counterpart relation accounts for this. It also yields solutions to various puzzles of material constitution. For instance, the statue cannot survive squashing but the lump of clay can, despite the fact that the statue is identical to the lump of clay. The attribution of incompatible modal properties may be explained by whether we're concerned with the statue or with the lump of clay in different contexts.
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Another benefit of ACT is that it provides a solution to one of Lewis's problems of descriptive power: the problem of aliens, or individuals that do not actually exist. The actualist can account for the possibility of alien individuals by the existence of ersatz worlds according to which there are individuals not identical to any actual individual. But she runs into trouble when it comes to de re possibilities for alien individuals.
23 Consider a so-called 'McMichael sentence': 'Possibly, Karen has a brother who is a doctor but who is possibly not a doctor.' 24 Given that ersatz individuals are worldbound, the ersatz individual that represents Karen's brother as a doctor is distinct from the ersatz individual that represents Karen's brother as a clown.
Two assumptions underlie the problem of aliens. The first is transworld identity, on which individuals are represented as existing according to more than one world by having the same representative in more than one world. The second assumption is a fairly standard theory of truth conditions for modal claims: Kripke semantics. The now-familiar Kripke semantics relativizes truth to worlds and adds a clause for the modal portion of the language. 25 Suppressing the accessibility relation, here's what (a simplified version of) Kripke semantics says about quantified and modal clauses: where w and v are 'worlds' and φ is a formula of L¯, (K∃) ∃αφ is true at w iff for some u in the domain of w, φ is true of u at w. (K¯) φ is true at w iff there exists some world v such that φ is true at v.
On ACT, the worlds in question are ersatz worlds, and the domain associated each ersatz world is populated by ersatz individuals. This leads to a mild complication. Normally, a predicate is satisfied by or true of an individual just in case the individual instantiates the property denoted by the predicate. However, an ersatz individual doesn't itself have the properties that it represents an individual as instantiating. We must instead interpret a predicate Π as being satisfied by an ersatz individual at a world w just in case Πα appears as one of its conjuncts.
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To illustrate, consider the following sentence and its regimentation in L¯:
(1 S ) Possibly, Karen has a brother who is a doctor but who is possibly not a doctor.
1 involves (loosely speaking) attributing a de re modal property to an alien individual, namely, Karen's merely possible brother. It should be true; just as Karen has de re modal properties, her merely possible brother would have de re modal properties if he were to exist. But 1 is predicted to be false for the actualist given transworld identity and Kripke semantics. Here is (informally) what Kripke semantics produces as its truth conditions. First, applying K¯ and K∃, 1 is true at a world w just in case there exists some world-call it 'w 1 '-such that for some u in the domain of w 1 , Bkx ∧ Dx ∧ ~Dx is true of u. Applying K¯ again, the right conjunct, ~Dx, is true of u at w 1 just in case there exists some world-call it 'w 2 '-such that ~Dx is true of u at w 2 . Putting these together, we (informally) get: 1 is true at w just in case for some worlds w 1 and w 2 , some u in the domains of w 1 and w 2 , u is Karen's brother at w 1 , u is a doctor at w 1 , and u is not a doctor at w 2 . 27 However, an ersatz individual cannot represent an individual as both a doctor and a non-doctor. 25 This framework was introduced by Saul Kripke, "Semantical Considerations on Modal Logic," Acta Philosophical Fennica, XVI (1963): 83-94. 'Kripke semantics' may refer to model-theoretic semantics, which concerns logic rather than truth conditions, or the theory of truth conditions that (arguably) results from considering the 'intended model' of the logic. I am only concerned with truth conditions. Note also that the Lewisian and ersatz worlds in question are conceptually distinct from the 'worlds' that figure in model-theoretic semantics or natural language semantics. These uses of 'worlds' are purely instrumental and are not of direct relevance to the metaphysical aims of this paper. 26 More carefully: let predicate Π of arity n be true of a tuple <u 1 ,…,u n > at world w iff (1) Πα 1 …α n appears as a conjunct in w, and (2) for each u i , u i is the individual formula with one free variable α i such that w is the result of prefixing u i with the quantifier ∃α i . 27 I'm making the simplifying assumption that only individuals in the domain of a world can satisfy predicates at that world.
Lewis would also face the problem of aliens if he accepted transworld identity and Kripke semantics. But in accepting counterpart theory, he rejects transworld identity and correspondingly, Kripke semantics. A counterpart theorist typically endorses a version of counterpart semantics which adds a counterpart relation CPT to Kripke semantics and replaces K¯ with something like this:
(C¯) φ is true at w iff for the relevant individuals u 1 ,…,u n in the domain of w, there exists some world v such that for some u* 1 ,…,u* n in the domain of v, CPT(u i ,u* i ) for all i, and φ is true of the u* 1 ,…,u* n at v.
1 is true just in case there is an individual in w 1 who is Karen's brother and a doctor, who has a counterpart in w 2 who fails to be a doctor. This counterpart may be a distinct individual. Thus, given MRCT, standard counterpart semantics predicts 1 to be true, as desired. The actualist may follow suit and adopt the counterpart theorist's truth conditions for 1. This is not a mere technical maneuver. The actualist has good reason to endorse counterpart theory so long as she endorses this thought: the modal properties of an individual depend upon the non-modal properties that it instantiates. I will return to this point in section V.
Note that I have not said anything about whether defenders of MRCT or ACT should also be counterpart theorists about properties as well. The motivation for doing so is that it seems like alien properties-properties that do not actually exist-are also possible. We might therefore turn to second-order logic and make the same moves as in the case of individuals, but we would then inherit of the baggage of second-order logic. This is the strategy pursued by Heller in "Property Counterparts in Ersatz Worlds." I will only talk about the first-order case, with the understanding that the discussion may be extended to the second-order case.
III. The Problem of Indiscernibles
So far, ACT is an attractive theory for the actualist given the benefits of counterpart theory in accounting for de re inconstancy, puzzles of material constitution, and the problem of aliens. However, it doesn't so easily escape Lewis's other problem of descriptive power.
Consider a world in which two or more individuals have all the same properties and stand in all the same relations, like Max Black's 28 two-sphere world: a symmetric world in which there exist only two qualitatively indiscernible spheres of uniform composition. These spheres have all the same qualitative properties, such as being made of iron and being such-and-such distance from a sphere with such-and-such properties. Pretending that predicate S encodes all the properties instantiated by one sphere, including its relations to the other sphere, the ersatz Max Black world looks like this: '∃x∃y(Sx ∧ Sy ∧ x≠y)'. The apparent problem is that there is only one ersatz Max Black sphere, which looks like this: '∃y(Sx ∧ Sy ∧ x≠y)'. One might think that there is another ersatz sphere, which looks like this: ∃x(Sx ∧ Sy ∧ x≠y)'. However, although these are syntactically distinct formulas, they are not two different ways for an individual to be. Black world, but this maneuver is usually tied to accepting the identity of indiscernibles: no distinct things can have all the same properties. I am assuming that the identity of indiscernibles is false, at least when restricted to qualitative properties. If the identity of indiscernibles is in fact true, then the problem of indiscernibles doesn't arise-but so much the better for ACT. 29 Again, there is an analogous problem for properties, though I will focus on the individual version of the problem.
Of course, the fact that there is just one ersatz sphere is not itself a problem. There is only a problem if the impoverishment of ersatz spheres leads to an impoverishment of possibilities. John Divers 30 frames the problem as one concerning singular reference: the actualist only has the means by which to singularly refer to one of the indiscernible spheres, not both. But the actualist should flatly reject that we can singularly refer to non-actual individuals. The problem can instead be understood in terms of truth conditions. The problem of indiscernibles arises when we encounter sentences like 2:
(2 S ) Possibly, there exist two qualitatively indiscernible spheres. (2 R ) ∃x∃y(Sx ∧ Sy ∧ x≠y) By K¯, 2 is true just in case ∃x∃y(Sx ∧ Sy ∧ x≠y) is true at some world-namely, the Max Black world. By K∃, we see that this is true at the Max Black world-call it 'm'-iff the formula 'Sx ∧ Sy ∧ x≠y' is true of two distinct individuals u 1 and u 2 in the domain of m. But on ACT we only have one such ersatz individual. Thus, 2 is false rather than true.
The move to a (simplified version of) standard counterpart semantics does not solve this problem. Recall that counterpart semantics adds to Kripke semantics a counterpart relation CPT that holds between individuals in different worlds, and it replaces K¯ with something like this clause:
This revised clause doesn't help with 2, since the '¯' in 2 R doesn't have any free variables in its scope. We may observe the undesirable effects of C¯ using a sentence that involves quantifying into a modal context:
There is a thing and another thing such that possibly, each is one of two qualitatively indiscernible spheres. (3 R ) ∃x∃y¯(Sx ∧ Sy ∧ x≠y)
We want 3 to come out true at some world-for example, a world just like the Max Black world except there exists a third thing located closer to one sphere than the other. Call this world 'n'. Each of the spheres in n could be one of the spheres in the Max Black world. But as with 2, we do not have enough ersatz individuals in the Max Black world m for 3 to be true at world n. In particular, C¯ tells us that 3 is true at n iff for individuals u 1 and u 2 in n, there exists a counterpart u* 1 of u 1 and counterpart u* 2 of u 2 in some world such that u* 1 and u* 2 satisfy 'Sx ∧ Sy ∧ x≠y'. But there aren't two such individuals in any world. Where indiscernible individuals are concerned, ACT does not have the resources to provide more than one ersatz individual to stand in for it.
Two solutions have been proposed in the literature: the 'arbitrary representatives' strategy and the 'pluriverse' strategy.
Consider first the 'arbitrary representatives' strategy. The idea, as Roy 31 puts it, is to appeal to 'arbitrary names as place-holders for non-actual individuals'. We may do this by replacing the ersatz individuals representing alien individuals with arbitrary representatives, such as the ordered pair consisting of the letter 'N' and some actual individual a: <N,a>. The arbitrary representatives are not worldbound, since there is no descriptive connection between an arbitrary representative and the alien individual it represents.
32 To solve the problem of indiscernibles, two arbitrary representatives populate the domain of the ersatz Max Black world. Given Kripke semantics, 2 is predicted to be true, as desired. To solve the problem of aliens, arbitrary representatives are permitted to populate the domains of different ersatz worlds. Karen's merely possible brother in w 1 is represented by the same arbitrary representative who represents Karen's merely possible brother in w 2 . Given transworld identity and Kripke semantics, 1 is predicted to be true, as desired.
Plausibly, this sort of theory produces correct truth conditions when the aim is merely to predict the correct distribution of truth values. But the aim isn't simply this; it's to provide a metaphysical explanation of the modal truths in terms of actually existing entities. Since the representatives for alien individuals are mere artifacts of the model, the actualist who adopts this strategy does not have what McMichael calls a 'realistic' semantics. This is not in itself an objection. As McMichael notes, 'To be sure, an actualist must reject the idea of there really being nonactual possibles. Nonetheless, he or she is entitled to employ a semantics which includes so-called nonactual possibles.'
33 But for a non-realistic semantics to be adequate, we must have a way of distinguishing the significant aspects of the semantics from the artificial aspects. This is a project that Stalnaker 34 undertakes. Whether or not his project succeeds, it would be all other things equal preferable if we could devise a realistic semantics that straightforwardly provides an explanation of the modal truths.
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The second proposed solution is the pluriverse strategy, which is defended in Sider's "The Ersatz Pluriverse." The idea is to replace the Lagadonian worldmaking language L with a possible worlds language, one which extends L by adding quantification over world variables and which extends each n-place predicate to an n+1-place predicate by adding a world place to each. Using this possible worlds language, we may formulate maximal consistent descriptions of pluriverses rather than of worlds. Pluriverse sentences look something like this:
This may be read, 'There exist some worlds w 1 ,w 2 … and there exist some individuals x,y… such that a is F at w … and x is not F at w, y is F at w, x Rs y at w … and x is not y …' The w's are dedicated world variables and n-place predicates F, G, etc. (except for identity) are now n+1-place predicates with an extra world slot. There is no need to introduce arbitrary representatives 31 p.228 of Roy. 32 This view as described by Roy and Melia involves arbitrary names, and should really be paired with a substitutional semantics rather than a Tarskian semantics. To preserve continuity of discussion, I have instead posited arbitrary representatives for individuals. Heller also endorses arbitrary representatives in "Property Counterparts in Ersatz Worlds," though his view appeals to counterpart theory rather than transworld identity. 33 p.62 of "A Problem for Actualism About Possible Worlds," 34 Mere Possibilities (Princeton: Princeton, 2012). 35 McMichael suggests that if we did have a way of 'factoring out' the artificial elements, we'd end up with a realistic semantics anyways.
for alien individuals, since we may now represent an alien individual as existing in different worlds by description.
To an approximation, 'In some possible world, P' is true just in case all 'correct' pluriverse sentences entail 'In some possible world, P.' The correct pluriverse sentences are those that are verified by all the same models that verify the set of true modal sentences, using a Kripke-style model theory. Thus, the correct pluriverse sentences describe individuals as existing in different worlds and they also describe the existence of two distinct Max Black worlds that differ only in which sphere is which. However, these results are only ensured by admitting true modal sentences, including 1 and 2, as constraints on correct pluriverse sentences.
Sider introduces a counterpart-theoretic semantics for the possible worlds language which gets around the worry about taking all the modal truths for granted since we then only take the de dicto modal truths for granted. However, there remains a worry that this strategy produces a nonrealistic semantics. For Sider's purposes, this might be acceptable. Although Sider presents the pluriverse strategy as a solution to the problems of descriptive power, it is not clear that his aim is to provide a metaphysical explanation of the modal truths. Sider's stated aim is to provide truth conditions for the possible worlds language. 36 May the actualist adopt the pluriverse strategy for the purposes of explaining the modal truths? I suspect not. I take it that ersatz worlds are compelling substitutes for Lewisian worlds because they are descriptions written in an interpreted non-modal language. The pluriverse strategy, on the other hand, starts with an uninterpreted possible worlds language. Absent an account of how to factor out the artificial elements, the resulting semantics is non-realistic.
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IV. The Particularist Fallacy
I think that the actualist has a better response to the problem of indiscernibles: reject both Krikpe semantics and standard counterpart semantics in favor of a non-standard counterpart semantics that more clearly illuminates the explanatory role of ways individuals could be. In particular, the actualist should reject the assumption that there must be two ersatz spheres to stand in for both spheres. Let me explain. We have been implicitly assuming that ersatz individuals play the same theoretical role purportedly occupied by Lewisian individuals-that is, we have been thinking of them as representations of particular individuals. It then makes sense to represent a particular individual as existing in different worlds by placing its representative in the domains of different worlds. But the actualist should reject the requirement that she provide representatives for particular alien individuals. The simple reason is that the actualist denies that alien individuals exist, and only existing entities are particular entities.
For one extreme in the other direction, consider the actualist theory defended by Plantinga in The Nature of Necessity. Plantinga endorses the view that there is a haecceity for every actual and merely possible individual-that is, an essence of the individual, or the property of being identical to that individual. Just as Karen is represented by her haecceity in every world, Karen's merely possible brother is represented by his haecceity. The problem is that this view appears to be actualist in spirit only; to reject the existence of alien individuals only to accept their hacceities is (so to speak) to merely move the bulge in the carpet.
The sort of actualism under consideration rejects alien haecceities and other ways to assign 'particularity' to non-actual individuals. This is a point that Melia recognizes in his discussion of the arbitrary representatives strategy as a solution to the problem of indiscernibles. Melia agrees with the letter of Roy's 'arbitrary representatives' view, but not the justification, as he is dissatisfied with the use of arbitrary names as 'empty singular terms' for the actualist. He proposes instead: 'Roughly: to distinguish two possibilities differing only over which entities play which roles the ersatzer merely needs a way of representing whether or not the unnamed individual/property which plays a particular role at one possibility is identical to that individual/property which plays a particular role at the other possibility.' 38 The suggestion is that what matters is not representing which individual is which, since there are no particular aliens, but representing the transworld identity of aliens.
But the arbitrary representatives strategy is still too accommodating of the idea that we need actual representatives for particular alien individuals. Were some ersatz individual to be actual-that is, were it to accurately represent some individual-then there would exist a particular individual which is as it represents. For instance, were the Max Black universe to exist, there would be two particular spheres, each of which would qualitatively be as some ersatz individual represented. But here is the key point: it does not follow that there must be two particular actual entities to account for this fact, and hence it does not follow that there must be two ersatz spheres for the two spheres. To insist on this is to commit the particularist fallacy.
The actualist should instead take seriously the idea that ersatz individuals represent ways for individuals to be, rather than particular individuals. And a way for an individual to be need not do the duty of a Lewisian individual. It has its own duties to attend to. Ersatz individuals are naturally construed as representations of maximal consistent properties such as being a hedgehog and a flying animal and such that some swans are white and … 39 More generally, ersatz worlds and individuals are representations of n-place maximal consistent properties, where ersatz worlds represent 0-place properties and ersatz individuals are 1-place properties. In addition to ersatz worlds and individuals, we can also define ersatz pairs, ersatz triples, and so on; these represent 2-place properties, 3-place properties, and so on. 40 (From here on, I will use 'property' instead of 'relation'.)
The switch to property talk is significant. Clearly, many ordinary properties like being a hedgehog can be multiply instantiated. It should also be clear that many maximal consistent properties, like the one instantiated by Karen, cannot be multiply instantiated. But in some cases, the instantiation of a maximal consistent property requires that it be multiply instantiated-e.g., the property being one of two qualitatively indiscernible spheres, which is represented by an ersatz sphere. The following fact is in a sense 'encoded' in the property itself: were this property to be instantiated, there would be two indiscernible spheres. The single ersatz sphere is thus a 38 pp.24-25 of Melia. 39 A maximal consistent property is just a property represented by a maximal consistent sentence of L, which was characterized in section I. 40 Jeffrey Russell draws attention to the following complication in "Actuality for Counterpart Theorists," Mind, CXXII, 485 (January 2013): 85-134. Hazen makes the point (accepted by Lewis in On the Plurality of Worlds, pp.233-4) that some possibilities are joint possibilities for more than one individual; see "Counterpart-Theoretic Semantics for Modal Logic," this JOURNAL, LXXVI, 6 (June 1979): 319-338. The upshot is that although c is a counterpart of a and d is a counterpart of b, <c,d> may not be a joint possibility for <a,b>. In order to account for this complication, we may introduce a joint counterpart relation that holds between ersatz pairs, triples, and so on. This requires revising the presented semantics so that sentences are evaluated relative to a 'counterpart link' between two ersatz worlds in terms of which we may define the joint counterpart relation. I will stick to the simpler idea of individual counterparts for ease of presentation.
representation of the actually existing entity which explains the possible existence of two qualitatively indiscernible spheres.
The remaining task, when it comes to the problem of indiscernibles, is to provide a realistic semantics that takes us from maximal consistent properties to the possibilities they countenance.
41 Both Kripke and standard counterpart semantics assume the existence of representatives for particular non-actual individuals. The semantics introduced in this section ('Σ') defines a new role for ersatz individuals. Ordinarily, one of the jobs of individuals in a theory of truth conditions is to satisfy predicates. On Σ, ersatz individuals (which represent of maximal consistent properties) 'entail' predicates, or rather, atomic formulas of the form 'Πα' (which represent properties). This notion of entailment is not ordinary first-order logical entailment, since logical entailment only holds between sentences rather than open formulas. It holds only between ersatz worlds, individuals, pairs, etc. in the first argument place, and formulas of L¯ in the second argument place. Call it Σ-entailment. Σ-entailment may be informally understood as representing a necessitation relation between properties. In particular, Σ-entailment holds between two ersatz worlds, individuals, pairs, etc. just in case the first represents a maximal consistent property, and any things that instantiate the first property must instantiate the second (where this second property may be non-modal or modal). Maximality should be understood along the lines of the maximality of sentences: a property P is maximal just in case for every property Q, Q or its negation is necessitated by P. That is, any things that instantiate P must also instantiate either Q or its negation.
This previews the response to the problem of indiscernibles. Consider the 'Max Black sentence' 2, which was: 'Possibly, there exist two qualitatively indiscernible spheres.' The truth conditions for this sentence at a world are that some ersatz pair of individuals Σ-entails the formula representing the 2-place property of being qualitatively indiscernible spheres (namely, 'Sx ∧ Sy ∧ x≠y'). This represents the fact that there exists a maximal consistent property such that any things that instantiate it must also instantiate the property of being two indiscernible spheres. Likewise, consider the second 'Max Black sentence' (3), which was: 'There is a thing and another thing such that possibly, each is one of two qualitatively indiscernible spheres.' The truth conditions for this sentence at a world are that some ersatz pair of individuals, which are ersatz counterparts of some individuals in the evaluation world, Σ-entails the formula representing the 2-place property of being qualitatively indiscernible spheres (namely, 'Sx ∧ Sy ∧ x≠y'). More details of the semantics are provided in the appendix.
This picture meshes well with the story that has been told so far. On ACT, what's possible for an individual depends on (i) the large complex property it instantiates and (ii) the relation between this property and other large complex properties, as tracked by the ersatz counterpart relation between ersatz individuals. Σ-entailment aids in specifying truth conditions by (i) telling us when to move from a representation of one large property complex to another (its counterpart), and (ii) getting us from representations of large complex properties to the properties they necessitate. The resulting picture is that what's possible and necessary depends ultimately on facts about properties and the relations between them.
V. The Humphrey Objection
I have now explained how ACT responds to the problem of indiscernibles by identifying the particularist fallacy and introducing a semantics better-suited to the actualist's explanation of modal truths. There is another advantage of ACT. ACT fares better than MRCT on the so-called 'Humphrey objection', inasmuch as it has any weight against counterpart theory. Consider the de re modal claim, 'Humphrey might have won the election.' On Lewis's view, this is true just in case Humphrey has a counterpart in some world who does win the election. Kripke 42 objects, '…Humphrey could not care less whether someone else, no matter how much resembling him, would have been victorious in another possible world.' This is a charge of irrelevance: the wrong sort of thing figures in the explanation of why Humphrey could have won. Some other concrete individual, no matter how similar to Humphrey, cannot account for why Humphrey himself could have won. 43 There is an analogous objection to ACT: some maximal qualitative property cannot account for why Humphrey could have won.
Lewis's response to the original Humphrey objection applies here: the modal fact is about Humphrey himself. The appeal to a distinct individual does not discredit Humphrey's own involvement in the analysis-the distinct individual only matters insofar as he is similar to the man himself. Likewise, the actualist's reply is that the maximal qualitative property only matters insofar as it stands in the right second-order relation to the maximal qualitative property that Humphrey himself instantiates. Nonetheless, for one who is still tempted by the Humphrey objection, the defender of ACT has the intuitive advantage over Lewis. The actualist need not ever appeal to a distinct individual but only a property that Humphrey himself could have instantiated. This is certainly relevant to Humphrey himself. 44 Christopher Menzel 45 advances a more sophisticated version of the Humphrey objection that appears to be a special problem for ACT. Against McMichael's view (which is similar to ACT in the relevant respects), Menzel writes: 'McMichael suggests that we alter our understanding of what it is to say that an individual might have had a certain property. Thus, on his semantics, that Kripke might have been a carpenter is not ultimately a fact about that guy, Kripke, at least not directly. Rather it is a fact about the "maximal" purely qualitative property, or role that Kripke alone in fact exemplifies, viz., that some role "accessible" to Kripke's role includes the property of being a carpenter. This move abandons strong intuitions about de re modality and the semantics of names, and so, for my tastes anyways, is also unpalatable.' 46 42 p.45, note 13 of Naming and Necessity (Cambridge: Harvard, 1980) . 43 For a discussion of objections of irrelevance against Lewisian counterpart theory, see chapter 8, section 1 of Divers. 44 Trenton Merricks also advances a line of Humphrey objections to actualist versions of counterpart theory in "The End of Counterpart Theory," this JOURNAL, C, 10 (October 2003): 521-549.. However, his objections only target counterpart-theoretic reductions of all of modality, and I have not claimed reduction as a goal. The motivation was the apparent usefulness of the Leibnizian biconditionals and the resulting need for an actualist theory of worlds. A worlds-based theory of modality may be useful, even if non-reductive; see Louis deRosset, "Possible Worlds for Modal Primitivists," Journal of Philosophical Logic, XLI, 1 (2014): 109-131. 45 "Actualism, Ontological Commitment, and Possible Worlds," Synthese, LXXXV, 3 (December 1990): 355-389. 46 pp.367-8 of Menzel. In "A New Actualist Modal Semantics," McMichael offers a nonstandard semantics for actualism which makes critical use of roles, which are the large complex properties I have been informally discussing. I am very much in sympathy with his metaphysical views. However, his semantic theory differs slightly from the one presented here. First, McMichael's account comes bundled with a theory of properties and relations and the property-entailment relations in which they stand. In contrast, I take for granted the notion of sentential consistency in order to remain neutral on de dicto modality. Second, although I stipulated for philosophical reasons that actual individuals are to be represented by ersatz individuals, my theory has the flexibility to easily allow actual individuals to represent themselves; McMichael's does not.
The response here is that ACT is only concerned with truth conditions for modal claims such as 'Possibly, Humphrey wins the election' and not with truth conditions for non-modal claims. It presupposes the truth conditions for non-modal claims. When we fix an ersatz individual as the semantic value of 'Humphrey', we've moved to the task of evaluating Humphrey's modal features by comparing the maximal qualitative property he instantiates with appropriately similar maximal qualitative properties. In fact, the move to property talk nicely reinforces the point made in the last section that there is no 'particularity' of non-actual individuals. There is only the general fact that an individual with such-and-such properties exists-but fortunately, only these properties are relevant to the modal properties of any particular individual that might instantiate them. The supposed 'particularity' of a non-actual individual does not contribute to the modal facts, but neither does the actual 'particularity' of Humphrey.
ACT provides a framework for representing and systematizing the modal facts, given the plausible assumption that possibilities for individuals are determined by the properties they instantiate. Karen does not as a matter of brute possibility bear the property of possibly having a brother. She has that property because of certain other properties that she instantiates, and because of facts about those properties. Presumably, the relevant properties and facts fit this story: (i) Karen is a philosopher and political researcher who collects watches and musical instruments, etc., and was born to Audrey and Ken in such-and-such conditions, etc., and Audrey and Ken had another daughter but not a son, etc.; (ii) many of the properties involved are consistent with other properties that yield that Karen has a brother; and (iii) enough properties concerning the identity of Karen, Audrey, and Ken are preserved in the story. This is not a trivial result. Consider for comparison Plantinga's theory, discussed above, which appeals to haecceities of alien individuals. Plantinga is not in the business of reducing modality. However, his framework tells us something about possibilities for individuals. On Plantinga's semantics, for some predicate Π and some name α, Πα is true just in case the property expressed by Π and the haecceity denoted by α are possibly co-instantiated. Thus, possibilities for individuals are determined in part by the co-instantiability of haecceities and qualitative properties. Likewise, ACT tells us that what the possibilities for individuals are is determined by the consistency of qualitative properties, and by the relations between properties that are relevant for similarity. Assuming that the actualist does not want to be committed to haecceities of non-actual individuals, ACT should be very attractive. Given similar metaphysical scruples, she should also prefer this view to those views on which every individual that exists necessarily exists.
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Appendix: System Σ
In what follows, I will give a more detailed presentation of the semantics. I consider the presented view to be an instance of a more general framework, since there are various semantic choice points that the framework is neutral on. These choice points also arise in standard counterpart semantics: what formal constraints, if any, should we impose on the ersatz counterpart relation? Should '¯' be given the serious actualist interpretation or not? (That is, 47 These are advocated by Bernard Linsky and Ed Zalta, "In Defense of the Simplest Quantified Modal Logic," Philosophical Perspectives: Logic and Language, VIII (1994): 431-458; and Timothy Williamson, "Necessary Existents," in Anthony O'Hear, ed., Logic, Thought and Language (Cambridge: Cambridge, 2002), pp. 233-251. can individuals have properties in worlds in which they don't exist?) For exposition, I will make various choices, but keep in mind that modifications are available.
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Languages. As specified in section I, the worldmaking language is L and the evaluation language is L¯.
Definition of worlds and individuals. Ersatz worlds are maximal and consistent sentences of L in canonical form. Since there are many logically equivalent maximal and consistent sentences, one sentence from each equivalence class is arbitrarily privileged; it alone counts as a world for the purposes of our semantics. This adds the complication of committing to the axiom of choice but simplifies the formalism. (It is possible to reformulate the semantics below so that worlds are equivalence classes of such sentences rather than arbitrary privileged sentences among such classes. Anyone who rejects choice should think of the formalism below as a presentational simplification.) Privileged ersatz worlds yield privileged ersatz individuals. Let an individual be any ersatz individual associated with a world. We may now introduce notation for worlds and individuals. If w is a world, then w(α) designates an individual associated with w for every variable α that appears in w. For example, w(α) is the sentence just like w minus the quantifier ∃α. Similarly, w(β) is the formula just like w minus the quantifier ∃β. This notation may be extended to cover the removal of multiple quantifiers at once: w(α,β). These are pairs of individuals, triples of individuals, and so on. Note: the removal of quantifiers is not ordered. Finally, let 'w(…)' abbreviate any formula of the form 'w' or 'w(α 1 ,α 2,… )' for any number of variables in the parentheses.
Definition of CPT. Let there be a relation CPT that holds between individuals w(α) and v(β) just in case v(β) is an ersatz counterpart of w(α).
We may add syntactic constraints if desired, such as that each individual must have a counterpart in every world or that it must have at most one counterpart in every world.
Definition of R.
Let there be a binary 'accessibility' relation R that holds between worlds.
Definition of a variable function. Let V be the set of variables. A function p is a variable function iff p maps V to V. Let's also say that a variable function q is an α 1 …α n -variant of variable function p just in case it maps the same variables to each variable as p except possibly in what it assigns to α 1 …α n . Variable functions are needed because of the fact that worlds are arbitrarily privileged world sentences among equivalence classes of world sentences. A world of the form '…∃α…(… ∧ … ∧ Fα ∧ …)' should Σ-entail the sentence '∃βFβ', even if 'Fβ' never appears among the conjuncts. Variable functions 'align' the variables in question so that we get the right results. 48 Since we are assimilating the representation of actual individuals to the representation of merely possible individuals, the worldmaking language lacks names. However, we may evaluate names in our target modal language by associating each name with an ersatz individual in the designated actual world. Here we face a choice point: do we allow names to refer to ersatz individuals in other worlds as well? On one strategy, each of these counterparts is associated with the name in different worlds (though it is not automatically the case that counterparts of counterparts are associated with the name). On another, the name is not associated with the counterparts; rather, the job of evaluating names when they occur within the scope of a modal operator is done by the modal operator itself. For discussion of the various difficulties associated with names on counterpart semantics, see Russell.
Definition of truth at a world. Σ-entailment is symbolized as '⊩'. For all formulas φ, all worlds w, φ is true at w iff for all variable functions p, w⊩ p φ. Truth at world is truth at a world relative to all variable functions for the same reason that on standard Kripke semantics, truth at a world is truth at a world relative to all variable assignments. Because of the way the clauses for non-atomic formulas are set up, the particular variable assignment appealed to when evaluating a sentence won't matter in the end.
Definition of Σ-entailment ⊩ p . In what follows, '⊧' should be interpreted as model-theoretic entailment in ordinary first-order predicate logic with identity, with some qualifications to be specified shortly. First, for the case of atomic formulas of the form 'Πα 1 …α n ' and 'α i =α j ', As advertised, V1 and V2 capture the idea that in some sense, truth at a world is just entailment by the world. There is one hitch; it is odd to talk about entailment between atomic formulas (or any open formulas for that matter) rather than between sentences. Thus, interpret 'w(…)⊧ φ' in this way: In all models of first-order logic with identity (FOL=), for all variable assignments g, if w(…) is true relative to g then φ is true relative to g. To illustrate, consider the formula ∃z∃t(Fz ∧ ~Ft). This is true at a world w iff for all variable functions p, w⊩ p ∃z∃t(Fz ∧ ~Ft). By two applications of V5, this holds iff for some z-and-tvariant q of p, w(qz,qt)⊩ q Fz ∧ ~Ft. By V4, V3, and V1, this holds iff w(qz,qt)⊧ Fqz but not w(qz,qt)⊧ Fqt. Note that the variables 'z' and 't' need not ever appear in w for this to hold; it suffices that appropriate variables that do appear in w can be picked out by a variable function. Finally, where the α i are the free variables in φ, (V6) w(pα 1 …pα n ,...)⊩ p φ[α 1 …α n ] iff for some v such that Rwv, some α 1 …α n -variant q of p such that CPTw(pα i )v(qα i ) (for all i∈ [1,n] ), v(qα 1 …qα n ,...)⊩ q φ[α 1 …α n ] 52 49 I should add, 'when any term qα in w(…) or φ is replaced by the variable that is the value of qα'. 50 The other Boolean connectives can be defined in terms of these. 51 As usual, ∀ is the dual of ∃. 52 As usual, £ is the dual of . As mentioned, there is a choice of whether to interpret  in the serious actualist way or not. Serious actualism is the thesis that objects only have properties in worlds in which they exist. The following clause takes this into account:
To illustrate, consider the formula ∃y¯Fy. This is true at a world w iff for all variable functions p, w⊩ p ∃y¯Fy. By V5, this holds iff for some y-variant q of p, w(qy)⊩ q Fy. By V6, this holds iff for some world v such that Rwv, some y-variant r of q such that CPTw(qy)v(ry), v(ry)⊩ r Fy. By V1, this holds iff v(qy)⊧ Fqy. Intuitively, this means that something y in w is possibly F just in case some maximal consistent property appropriately similar to the maximal consistent property instantiated by y contains the property of being F.
The Max Black Sentences. Let's return to our original problem case, the sentence 2 ('¯∃x∃y(Sx ∧ Sy ∧ x≠y)'). choices of constraints on the counterpart relation and different truth conditions for . Any potential logical issues with the logic of Σ may be assimilated to discussion of the logic of Lewisian counterpart semantics.
